Custom Development & Adobe Connect Partner

Real-time Closed Captioning and Live Translation
Services within Adobe Connect
The all-new enterprise Closed Captioning pod (with
Google Translate integration) for Adobe Connect
facilitates real-time word-by-word* captioning as
well as sentence-by-sentence translation, to ensure
that all users can make use of the Adobe Connect
web conferencing platform, regardless of language
barriers or accessibility constraints. This innovative
platform developed by eSyncTraining and
StreamText.Net offers an easy, convenient and costeffective way for organizations, companies and
learning institutions to ensure participation and
accessibility.
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An Effortless Process for Increased Accessibility
Professional captioning providers simply create and manage their meetings through StreamText.Net and can
immediately, securely connect and transmit transcriptions through the Adobe Connect captioning pod. The endusers have complete control over the caption display within their own pods, ensuring that the transcription is
clear and the communication process is as seamless as possible. For multi-lingual audiences, Google Translate
is integrated**, allowing users to have the transcript translated into any 3 of 52 different languages in real time.

Ensure everyone gets the most out of your meeting with Closed Captioning
for Adobe Connect. This convenient pod features:
ͮͮ Real time interaction: Adds highlight,
bookmark, and searchability functions to
Adobe Connect
ͮͮ Quick, secure connections: Includes
predefined, firewall-friendly connection
information that makes setup a breeze
ͮͮ Easy saving: Offers built-in ability for users
to record a transcript of the captioning, and
export to text or HTML
ͮͮ Enhanced readability: Gives choice of five
color and contrast options for caption display,
and multiple font size choices

ͮͮ 9 languages for primary closed captioning:
Closed captioning available for instructors
speaking English, Spanish, French, German,
Italian, Russian, Chinese, Japanese, or Arabic
ͮͮ 52 additional languages with Google
Translate integration: Allows instructor
to chose any 3 of the 52 Google Translate
languages** for simultaneous translation
ͮͮ Size options: Offers ability to hide and show
menu to maximize usable space
ͮͮ Optional display: Gives each participant the
choice to display captions or not
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A Better Way to Offer Access to All
Closed Captioning for Adobe Connect offers a simple and effective
way to ensure that all users can participate actively and fully in
your organization’s virtual meetings. Real-time, multi-language
caption streams and translations help to eliminate communication
barriers, allowing all participants to engage in the meeting and widen
audiences. Live searchability with highlighting and bookmarking
tools also enhances the end user experience and also allows for
exporting to a wide range of file formats. With our state-of-the-art
platform, your firm can benefit from:
ͮͮ Enhanced usability with 6 new interactive features for
participants
ͮͮ Increased efficiency and productivity with color-coded
bookmarking and commenting
ͮͮ Section 508 Compliance (www.Section508.gov)
ͮͮ Localization for global audiences
ͮͮ Ability to insert notes, comments and highlights to transcript
ͮͮ Save-to-PDF capability with interactive comments and
bookmarking left intact
ͮͮ Enhanced font style editing for each participant
ͮͮ Auto-scrolling to update the window in real-time with live text stream
ͮͮ Participant-side language selection from options provided by meeting organizer (up to 52 languages to
choose from)
* Charge word-by-word without captioner is $.20 per-word. There are multiple total word count packages available that may provide cost savings.
** All StreamText.Net packages allow for one primary language, but English, Spanish, French, German, Italian, Chinese, Japanese, Russian, and Arabic
translations. The Google Translate add-on is an initial $200, plus $20 per language. Instructors may select up to 8 for each broadcast. Please contact us
for a cost sheet to see which plan is right for you.

eSync Training Professional Services
eSyncTraining offers a broad spectrum of professional services for our clients’ development needs. We have
developed applications and web assets for firms of all sizes, from simple branding websites through cuttingedge Flex applications, custom shopping solutions, and integrated data visualization and dashboard solutions
for some of the world’s leading companies.
StreamText.net
StreamText.Net is the industry leader in real-time streaming text services that are used to deliver accessibility
for a wide range of closed captioning users. Used by 90% of captioning firms in the US, StreamText.Net is easy
to use, firewall friendly, and will work in almost any network environment with internet access.

To find out more about the Closed Captioning pod or eSyncTraining’s other
offerings, please call (800) 348-6110 or email at sales@esynctraining.com.

